Diktamen: What’s
spoken matters.
1. Record a dictation
2. Send it to a transcription option
3. Receive your transcribed document

What’s spoken matters.

Working faster with your voice
At Diktamen we take away all the barriers around implementing voice-to-text technology. This is carried by supplying
speech workflow tools, which accelerate the speed of administration and include Real-time Intelligence and Business
Intelligence reporting abilities as part of our platform - allowing firms to benefit from the time saved. Our solutions
are low cost without compromising the innovation of the technology solutions. There are also no fixed, inflexible
contracts.
As an industry leading provider, we aim to support firms of all sizes with our extensive knowledge and expertise that
has been built over the last decade. Whether it’s installing a basic bespoke digital dictation and transcription system, or
accelerating your workflow with Speech Recognition – at Diktamen we make improving your process easy.

Mobile Digital Dictation

Transcription Overflow Support

The ability to quickly dictate notes or update case files
should not be restricted to an office or client site. Our
digital dictation solution supports users with an easy-touse platform that is accessible through desktop and
smart phone, allowing you to easily work ‘on-the-go’. We
also provide users with the ability to access their
dictations and data around the clock. Authors simply
dictate, and the voice note is automatically sent for
transcription then stored directly into their inetrnal
information system.

We provide low cost transcription options to support
any backlogs you accumulate, no matter how small or
large. We are also able to transcribe any voice file in any
audio format, allowing you to turn a voice file into a
document quickly. Diktamen are the only dictation
provider that has an in-house specialist transcription
team, and initially started developing software to support
our transcriptionists.

Speech Recognition
With our Speech Recognition module configured; it’s
quick and easy to dictate straight into a client file or
document without typing. Upon dictating, the voice note
will transcribe and appear immediately into the
document. Our Speech Recognition module gives you
the ability to accelerate document turnaround time, and
reduce time spent on transcription.

Consultation and Meeting
Recordings

Bespoke Workflow Management
Configuration

At Diktamen, our adaptable solution provides users with
the ability to record any meeting scenario, no matter the
location or number of participants. We have many years’
experience with the best conference hardware and their
placement, so we are able to make recording the audio of
a consultation or meeting – a very simple thing to do.
We automatically segment the audio file into sections
and send these to allow typists to action or transcribe the
necessary parts of the audio, possibly even before the
consultation or meeting has even finished.

The effective use of resources, including time, money
and staff, is extremely important for service providers. At
Diktamen we understand every organisation is different,
and offer a bespoke deployment of our solutions which
are designed specifically for your business at no
additional cost. We work with you to tailor the workflow
process, so we can ensure your solution is built-forpurpose and includes all the necessary personal features
required. Our workflow management system utilises
documentation workflow metrics to provide detailed
analysis of your organisation. For all Diktamen
installations we include our administrator tool which
provide reporting abilities and insight into your team’s
performance.

How Diktamen works
1. Record a dictation
2. Send it to a transcription option
3. Receive your transcribed document

Comprehensive reports for
management to support decisionmaking and operational planning.

Versatile tools for supervisors to
manage transcription workflow.

Easy-to-use transcription tools for
transcriptionists.

Diktamen transcription service
provides additional resources for
backlog situations.

Dictation is
recorded on
a dictation
device or
smartphone.

Fast implementation at no cost
We make installing our solutions as easy as possible, and configure your system remotely out of
office hours; reducing the inconvenience caused to the work day. We offer a hosted or on-site
solution, and will have your system up-and-running in 24 hours. Our installations team also
provide daily updates until your system is up and running to client satisfaction.

Some benefits of using Diktamen
Transcription

Mobile Digital Dictation
•
•
•

No training needed.
Mobile application included for smart
devices.
The ability to track process through to
approval.

•
•
•

Fast implementation

Speech recognition
•
•
•

Create documents simply by your
voice.
No typing needed.
Front and back end speech
recognition.

•
•
•

•

Personalised for purpose.
Included Real-time Intelligence and
Business Intelligence reporting
abilities
Bespoke workflow designed for and by
you

Light on IT.
SaaS module options.
Private severabilities.

Our Security Promise

Workflow management
•
•

Reduction in turnaroundtime.
Elimination of existing
backlog.
Prevention of future backlog

•
•
•

GDP Compliant.
UK based server andsecurity
protocol.
256-bit encryption on every dictation.

Contact us:
We are excited to hear from you and will work with you to find the best solution for your firm. Please
reach out to our UK sales team and we promise to have your solution up-and-tuning in 24 hours.
+44 (0) 208 191 7110
uk.sales@diktamen.com
www.diktamen.co.uk

What’s spoken matters.

